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Tired of hauling your books back and forth from school to home?

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt® Physics
Less Paper, More Convenience
Everything you need—now in one convenient online location!
The Interactive Online Edition gives you and your students 24/7 point-of-use
access to all program components.
Interactive
Demonstrations

Concept Maps

Interactive
Demonstrations show
how to solve a specific
type of physics problem.
The Try It Yourself
feature helps students
apply what they have
learned. Each includes a
full audio narrative.

Each chapter includes an
interactive concept map
graphic organizer that helps
strengthen student learning
schemas.

Virtual Labs
Students can hone their
lab skills using the
comprehensive set of 24
labs featuring everything
they need to conduct
traditional labs—in a
virtual setting.

Animated Physics
Each chapter includes
stimulating animations or
simulations to help
students visualize and
comprehend complex
physics concepts.

Dashboard
Classrooms using Florida Physics © 2019 will now have the benefit of
the improved online interface provided by the HMH Dashboard. This
also includes mySmartPlanner, enabling you to combine calendar
functionality with curriculum mapping and program resources.

For Online Access please contact
your local Account Executive
hmhco.force.com/replocator
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Print Components Designed
and Aligned for Easy Access
HMH® Florida Physics enables you to reach all learners by providing time-saving, easy-to-use
resources to help students of all abilities achieve understanding and success.
Florida Student Edition
Offers features that make physics concepts more accessible,
such as highlighted vocabulary, problem-solving support,
and references to online student support tools.
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SECTION 1
Next Generation
Sunshine State
Standards: Physics

SECTION 1
SC.912.N.1.1.5, SC.912.N.1.2,
SC.912.N.3.3, SC.912.N.3.5

Objectives

SC.912.N.1.1.5 Plan investigations.
SC.912.N.1.2 Describe and explain what

Identify activities and fields that
involve the major areas within
physics.

characterizes science and its methods.

SC.912.N.3.3 Explain that scientific laws are
descriptions of specific relationships under given
conditions in nature, but do not offer explanations
for those relationships.

 Plan and Prepare
Preview Vocabulary
Latin Word Origins Explain that the
English word physics comes from the
Latin word physica, which means “study
of nature.” Physica is also the basis for
the English word physique, which means
“body appearance” or “body structure.”

Serway
Faughn

model
system

SC.912.N.1.1.5 Plan investigations.
SC.912.N.1.2 Describe and explain what
characterizes science and its methods.
SC.912.N.3.3 Explain that scientific laws
are descriptions of specific relationships
under given conditions in nature, but do
not offer explanations for those
relationships.
SC.912.N.3.5 Describe the function of
models in science, and identify the wide
range of models used in science.
FIGURE 1.1

The Physics of Cars Without
knowledge of many of the areas of physics,
making cars would be impossible.

Many people consider physics to be a difficult science that is far removed
from their lives. This may be because many of the world’s most famous
physicists study topics such as the structure of the universe or the incredibly
small particles within an atom, often using complicated tools to observe
and measure what they are studying.
But everything around you can be described by using the tools of
physics. The goal of physics is to use a small number of basic concepts,
equations, and assumptions to describe the physical world. These
physics principles can then be used to make predictions about a broad
range of phenomena. For example, the same physics principles that are
used to describe the interaction between two planets can be used to
describe the motion of a soccer ball moving toward a goal.

FIGURE 1.3

AREAS WITHIN PHYSICS

Electromagnetism
Battery, starter,
headlights

Teaching Tip

3/16/17 9:58 AM
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Vibrations and mechanical waves
Shock absorbers, radio speakers

Mechanics Spinning
motion of the wheels,
tires that provide enough
friction for traction
©Corbis

85133

Optics
Headlights, rearview mirrors

Differentiated Instruction
4

Chapter 1

As students work through the chapter, ask
them to list terms or words that are used in
physics and in their daily lives. For example,
terms such as mechanics, optics, speed,
vibration, and pendulum could be included in
their lists. Encourage students to list each
word’s scientific meaning, as well as the more
common meaning. Remind students that this
type of list will be helpful as they continue
with their study of physics.

Encourage all students to ask for assistance
with spoken language in the classroom. You
may want to create a universal signal such as a
note card with a question mark on it so
students can signal that they have questions
or need for something to be repeated or
clarified.

Subjects

Examples

mechanics

motion and its causes,
interactions between
objects

falling objects, friction,
weight, spinning objects

thermodynamics

heat and temperature

melting and freezing
processes, engines,
refrigerators

vibrations and wave
phenomena

specific types of repetitive
motions

springs, pendulums,
sound

optics

light

mirrors, lenses, color,
astronomy

electromagnetism

electricity, magnetism,
and light

electrical charge,
circuitry, permanent
magnets, electromagnets

relativity

particles moving at any
speed, including very
high speeds

particle collisions,
particle accelerators,
nuclear energy

quantum mechanics

behavior of submicroscopic
particles

the atom and its parts

5

ENGLISH LEARNERS

Say the words mechanic and mechanics aloud.
Clearly articulate the sounds of the two words
InCopy Notes
1. This is a list
so students can hear the difference. Explain that
the words mechanic and mechanics can have
different meanings, depending on the context.
The word mechanic is used for a skilled person
who repairs and maintains machines. The plural
of mechanic is mechanics. However, the term
mechanics is also used to mean a branch of

03/03/17 10:02 PH_CNLESE817739_C01S1.indd
AM
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Interactive Reader (Student and Teacher Editions)
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Interactive Reader

d
and Reflection

action

ference and Diffraction

ric Forces and Fields

rical Energy and Current

its and Circuit Elements

netism

A write-in worktext that provides all of the essential content and vocabulary of the
Student Edition at a reading level one to two grades below the text. A great resource for
students of all ability levels, the Interactive Reader is both a core instructional tool for
struggling students and a useful study guide for all students. The Answer Key
provides teacher notes and answers for every section of the Interactive Reader.

romagnetic Induction

mic Physics

tomic Physics

FPO
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Engineering Design Guide
Engineering Design
Guide
(Student and Teacher
Editions)
Sarquis • Faughn

Sarquis • Faughn

Engineering Design Guide

Your daily life involves the constant use of products, services,
and technologies designed by engineers. Engineers use science,
mathematics, and their own ingenuity to design solutions to
problems in order to meet challenges. For a successful future,
you need to master the engineering design process yourself.
This guide provides an overview of the process, along with
activities and checklists to bolster your problem-solving skills.

TEACHER EDITION

orida

Florida

This Engineering Design Guide provides an
overview of the engineering design
process along with activities and checklists
that can help foster students’ criticalthinking and problem-solving skills.

Science Standards Guide

Guide

s aligned to each of the
g with tips for integrating

Florida Science Standards Guide
(Student and Teacher Editions)

1685136

A two-page Challenge Activity for every physics standard, the Florida Science
Standards Guide includes teacher notes and evaluation guidelines for each
challenge as students perform a lab, an investigation, a research project, or
another activity.

REACH EVERY LEARNER: PRINT AND DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

Interactive Reader

cs with this Interactive Reader
of physics in an easy-to-read
oblems throughout the
dition, interactive questions,
mastery of physics.

Name

The Science of Physics

BELOW LEVEL
PH_CNLESE817739_C01S1.indd 4

Packed with a wide variety of
strategies to help all students
master physics concepts, plus
extended learning
opportunities for advanced
students. Correlated to the
Florida Next Generation
Sunshine State Standards
for Physics.
Any problem that deals with temperature, size, motion, position,
shape, or color involves physics. Physicists categorize the topics they
study in a number of different ways. Figure 1.3 shows some of the major
areas of physics that will be described in this book.

Many physicists study the laws of nature simply to satisfy their curiosity
about the world we live in. Learning the laws of physics can be rewarding
just for its own sake. Also, many of the inventions, appliances, tools, and
buildings we live with today are made possible by the application of
physics principles. Physics discoveries often turn out to have unexpected
practical applications, and advances in technology can in turn lead to new
physics discoveries. Figure 1.1 indicates how the areas of physics apply to
building and operating a car.

 Teach
Exposure to science, both formal and
informal, shapes students’ current views
of physics. Students should be encouraged to express their perceptions and
attitudes in a brainstorming session.
Students need to realize that applied
science, which is aimed at creating
technology, interacts with basic science,
which strives to develop fundamental
ideas to explain natural phenomena. Point
out that physics is a very broad field of
study that presents an organized way of
modeling and interpreting nature. The
different areas of basic science specialize
in interpreting different aspects of nature
(living things, materials, celestial objects,
and so forth). Sometimes, the boundaries
between these areas are not clear, but
the fundamental ideas of physics underlie
all basic and applied sciences.

The Physics of Sailboats

Sailboat designers rely on knowledge
from many branches of physics.

People who design, build, and operate sailboats, such as the ones
shown in Figure 1.2, need a working knowledge of the principles of
physics. Designers figure out the best shape for the boat’s hull so that it
remains stable and floating yet quick-moving and maneuverable. This
design requires knowledge of the physics of fluids. Determining the most
efficient shapes for the sails and how to arrange them requires an
understanding of the science of motion and its causes. Balancing loads
in the construction of a sailboat requires knowledge of mechanics. Some
of the same physics principles can also explain how the keel keeps the
boat moving in one direction even when the wind is from a slightly
different direction.

Thermodynamics
Efficient engines,
use of coolants

When you introduce new vocabulary,
sound out the relationships between
letters and sounds. Always present new
vocabulary both orally and in print.

FIGURE 1.2

We are surrounded by principles of physics in our everyday lives. In fact,
most people know much more about physics than they realize. For
example, when you buy a carton of ice cream at the store and put it in the
freezer at home, you do so because from past experience you know
enough about the laws of physics to know that the ice cream will melt if
you leave it on the counter.

hypothesis
controlled experiment

The Topics of Physics

Describe the role of models and
diagrams in physics.

science, and identify the wide range of models
used in science.

Physics is everywhere.

Key Terms

Describe the processes of the
scientific method.

SC.912.N.3.5 Describe the function of models in

Florida Teacher
Edition

What Is Physics?

©Corbis

Florida
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How do you put your students in the moment?

Digital Tools That Motivate and Engage

HMH Physics offers the latest multimedia resources that speak directly to your students
in a visual language they understand—ensuring that they will stay engaged.

Field Trips
powered by

As a Google® content partner, HMH® has developed K–12 field trips for Google Expeditions. Using a virtual reality
viewer—like Google Cardboard™—and a smartphone, students are swept away into immersive virtual worlds where
learning and engagement are maximized. These virtual field trips are 3D, 360-degree panoramas from fascinating
locations, directly tied to science content! An HMH Teacher Guide provides ideas for incorporating the Expeditions
into your lessons, as well as tips on how to guide and customize the experience.

On the Job STEM Videos
Are your students gamers who dream of creating
the next big hit? Or music lovers who want to
work with the biggest artists? Or thrill seekers
with designs in mind for race cars or roller
coasters?
As part of our Premium, Hybrid, and Digital
Enhanced offerings, HMH now includes 29 On the
Job STEM videos that profile STEM careers in
today’s fastest-growing industries. Our energetic
hosts shadow passionate professionals in a day “on
the job.” These short segments are inspirational and
entertaining with the hosts actually performing
parts of the job! These videos will motivate
students to enter emerging STEM fields.

On the Job
Graphic Designer

Scan here to
view On the Job
STEM videos.
4

Animated Physics
Each chapter includes stimulating
animations or simulations to help
students visualize and comprehend
complex physics concepts. Each Animated
Physics includes a three-part instructional
model: an Introduction to focus and
motivate students, an Interactive
Feature to teach the concept, and Check
Your Understanding to check student
comprehension

PhET Simulations

Digital versions of key illustrations
and diagrams are ideal for wholeclass instruction.

Interactive online simulations produced under Creative
Commons licensing by the University of Colorado at
Boulder. They provide fun, interactive, research-based
simulations of real-life phenomena.

WebLinks
Hand-selected resource
links save you endless
hours of research,
bringing the BEST of the
Internet to the classroom
to extend and enrich
each chapter’s content.

Interactive
Whiteboard
Resources
Key teaching visuals from
each chapter have been
adapted specifically for
interactive whiteboard use.

MOTIVATE AND AND ENGAGE: UNIQUE MEDIA RESOURCES

Teaching Visuals

5

Unparalleled Resources for

Differentiated Instruction

Students approach physics with a wide variety of skills and levels of preparation.
HMH Physics provides you with the tools to ensure all students succeed.

Florida Teacher Edition
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The Instruction and Intervention feature
located in each chapter of the Teacher
SECTION Edition
3
SECTION 3
provides strategies
for every lesson
to assist
Next Generation
The Languageyou
ofin helping students with a wide
Sunshine
Stateof
range
Standards: Physics
Physics
needs. To simplify lesson planning, these
support pages at the beginning of each
Mathematics and Physics
chapter provide a full listing of the activities
and classroom resources available for each
section.
SC.912.N.1.1.6, MAFS.912.F-IF.2.4

Objectives

SC.912.N.1.1.6 Use tools to gather, analyze, and

Interpret data in tables and
graphs, and recognize
equations that summarize data.

interpret data (this includes the use of
measurement in metric and other systems, and
also the generation and interpretation of graphical
representations of data, including data tables and
graphs).

Distinguish between
conventions for abbreviating
units and quantities.

Just as physicists create simplified models to better understand the real
world, they use the tools of mathematics to analyze and summarize their
observations. Then they can use the mathematical relationships among
physical quantities to help predict what will happen in new situations.

MAFS.912.F-IF.2.4 For a function that models a

relationship between two quantities, interpret key
features of graphs and tables in terms of the
quantities, and sketch graphs showing key features
given a verbal description of the relationship.
Key features include: intercepts; intervals where
the function is increasing, decreasing, positive, or
negative; relative maximums and minimums;
symmetries; end behavior; and periodicity.

Use dimensional analysis to
check the validity of equations.

Tables, graphs, and equations can make data easier to understand.

Perform order-of-magnitude
There are many ways to organize data. Consider the experiment shown in
calculations.
Figure 3.1, which tests Galileo’s hypothesis that all objects fall at the same
DO NOT
EDIT--Changes
must be made through “File info”
rate in the absence of air resistance. In this experiment,
a table-tennis
ball
CorrectionKey=FL-A
SC.912.N.1.1.6 Use tools to gather,
and a golf ball are dropped in a vacuum. The results
are recorded as a set
DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made throughanalyze,
“File info”and interpret data (this includes
of numbers corresponding to the times of the fall
and the distance each
CorrectionKey=FL-A
the use of measurement in metric and
other systems, and also the generation
ball falls. A convenient way to organize the data is to form a table like
and interpretation of graphical
representations of data, including data
tables and graphs).

Figure 3.2.

FIGURE 3.2

The Language of
Physics
Distance
table-tennis

DATA FROM DROPPED-BALL EXPERIMENT
Distance golf ball
falls (cm)

Time (s)

The side margin of the Teacher Edition includes a
Differentiated Instruction feature with a wide variety of
strategies to help all students master physics concepts.
Categories include Below Level, English Learners,
Pre-AP®, and Inclusion.

Mathematics
and Physics
2.20

SECTION 3

Preview
NextVocabulary
Generation

SC.912.N.1.1.6, MAFS.912.F-IF.2.4

FIGURE 3.1

ball falls (cm)

2.20

Sunshine State
Academic Vocabulary
Explain that the
Standards: Physics
SC.912.N.1.1.6 Useis
tools
to gather,
word expression
used
inanalyze,
thisandchapter
interpret data (this includes the use of
measurement
metric and other systems,
and
to describe
a inmeaningful
combination
of
also the generation and interpretation of graphical
representations of data, including data tables and
mathematical
terms, such as those
graphs).
MAFS.912.F-IF.2.4 For a function that models a
found relationship
in a scientific
equation.
between two quantities,
interpret key

Objectives
Interpret data in tables and

Two Balls Falling in a graphs, and recognize
Vacuum This experiment testsequations that summarize data.

Galileo’s
hypothesistheby
Just as physicists create simplified models
to better understand
realhaving two
world, they use the tools of mathematics to analyze and summarize their
balls with different masses dropped
observations. Then they can use the mathematical relationships among
8.67
simultaneously
in a vacuum.
physical quantities to help predict what will
happen in new situations.
Use dimensional analysis to

Distinguish between
conventions for abbreviating
units and quantities.

0.133

8.67

0.200

19.60

19.59
Tables, graphs, and equations can make data easier to understand.

0.267

34.93

Figure 3.1, which tests Galileo’s hypothesis that all objects fall at the same
34.92

0.333

54.34

54.33

0.400

78.40

78.39

There are many ways to organize data. Consider the experiment shown in

rate in the absence of air resistance. In this experiment, a table-tennis ball
and a golf ball are dropped in a vacuum. The results are recorded as a set
of numbers corresponding to the times of the fall and the distance each
ball falls. A convenient way to organize the data is to form a table like
Figure 3.2.

features of graphs and tables in terms of the
quantities, and sketch graphs showing key features
given a verbal description of the relationship.
Key features include: intercepts; intervals where
the function is increasing, decreasing, positive, or
negative; relative maximums and minimums;
symmetries; end behavior; and periodicity.

check the validity of equations.
Perform order-of-magnitude
calculations.
SC.912.N.1.1.6 Use tools to gather,
analyze, and interpret data (this includes
the use of measurement in metric and
other systems, and also the generation
and interpretation of graphical
representations of data, including data
tables and graphs).

Teach 

Plan and Prepare 
TEACH FROM VISUALS

Preview Vocabulary

FIGURE 3.2

DATA FROM DROPPED-BALL EXPERIMENT
Time (s)

Distance golf ball

One method for analyzing the data in Figure 3.2 is to construct a graphfalls (cm)
0.067
2.20
of the distance the balls have fallen versus the elapsed time
since they
0.133page. Because 8.67
were released. This graph is shown in Figure 3.3 on the next
0.200 curve through 19.60
the graph shows an obvious pattern, we can draw a smooth
the data points to make estimations for times when we have
0.267 no data. The 34.93
shape of the graph also provides information about the relationship
0.333
54.34
between time and distance.
0.400
78.40

Differentiated Instruction
BELOW LEVEL
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0.067

Plan and Prepare 
SECTION 3

Distance table-tennis
ball falls (cm)
2.20
8.67

34.92
54.33
78.39

The Science of Physics

One method for analyzing the data in Figure 3.2 is to construct a graph
of the distance the balls have fallen versus the elapsed time since they
were released. This graph is shown in Figure 3.3 on the next page. Because
the graph shows an obvious pattern, we can draw a smooth curve through
the data points to make estimations for times when we have no data. The
shape of the graph also provides information about the relationship
between time and distance.

PH_CNLESE817739_C01S3.indd 23

Two Balls Falling in a

Vacuum This experiment tests
Galileo’s hypothesis by having two
balls with different masses dropped
simultaneously in a vacuum.

19.59

Students may better understand the meaning
of data in a table once they are familiar with Differentiated Instruction
the meaning of the values. Have students
BELOW LEVEL
collect their own data in a data table. Allow Students may better understand the meaning
of data in a table once they are familiar with
students to perform a simple experiment, suchthe meaning of the values. Have students
their own data in a data table. Allow
as rolling a toy car down a ramp with a height collect
students to perform a simple experiment, such
that can be increased. Students should track as rolling a toy car down a ramp with a height
that can be increased. Students should track
the distance the car moves before stopping the distance the car moves before stopping
for each ramp height and create a data table. for each ramp height and create a data table.
Encourage students to create graphs of their
Encourage students to create graphs of their data.
data.

PH_CNLESE817739_C01S3.indd 23

Select Teaching Strategies have been extracted from
the Teacher Edition and made available online. This
enables you to use these valuable Differentiated
Instruction strategies with or without the textbook.

Academic Vocabulary Explain that the
FIGURE
3.2 In order to process the
word expression is used in this chapter
to describe
a meaningful combination
of 3.2,
information
contained
in Figure
mathematical terms, such as those
students
need
to look
at the numbers
found
in a scientific
equation.
closely.

FIGURE 3.1
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Teach
Ask Were
thedata collected at regular
time intervals?
TEACH FROM VISUALS
1
Answer:
yes; every _process
of athe
second
FIGURE 3.2 In order to
15
information contained in Figure 3.2,
Ask According
to the distances
students need to look at the numbers
closely.
displayed
in the table, did one of the
Ask Were the data collected at regular
balls appear
to fall faster than the
time intervals?
1
other one?
Answer: yes; every _ of a second
15
Ask According to the distances
Answer:
No; the measured distances
displayed in the table, did one of the
appear
to falldigit
faster than
the last
vary byballsonly
one
in the
other one?
significant
figure.
Answer: No; the measured distances

03/03/17 10:11 AM

vary by only one digit in the last

Ask According
to the distances
significant figure.
displayed
in the totable,
did the golf ball
Ask According
the distances
displayed in the table, did the golf ball
travel the
same distance during every
travel the same distance during every
time interval?
time interval?
Answer: No; the distance traveled

Answer:
No; with
theeach
distance
traveled
increased
time interval.
increased with each
timeof Physics
interval.
The Science
23
The Science of Physics
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Chapter and
Section Study
Guide
The student worksheets in
this guide cover the content
in each section of the
textbook using a variety of
questioning strategies.

03/03/17 12:06 PM

Chapter Summaries
Audio Files

Name:______________________________Class:__________________ Date:__________________

Motion in One Dimension

Chapter Study Guide
1. During a relay race along a straight road, the first runner on a three-person team
runs d1 with a constant velocity v1. The runner then hands off the baton to the
second runner, who runs d2 with a constant velocity v2. The baton is then passed
to the third runner, who completes the race by traveling d3 with a constant
Name:______________________________Class:__________________ Date:__________________
velocity v3.
Motion in One Dimension

a. In terms of d and v, find the time it takes for each runner to complete a segment
of the race.
Graph Skills
Runner 1 ____________ Runner 2 ____________ Runner 3 ____________
Displacement and Velocity

b. What is the total distance of the race course?

A minivan travels along a straight road. It initially starts moving toward the east. Below is
the position-time graph of the minivan. Use the information in the graph to answer the
_________________________________________________________________
questions.

c. What is the total time it takes the team to complete the race?
_________________________________________________________________
2. The equations below include the equations for straight-line motion. For each of
the following problems, indicate which equation or equations you would use to
solve the problem, but do not actually perform the calculations.

1
1
x = (vi + v f )t
x = (v f )t
2
2
1
1
x = vi (t ) + a(t )2 x = a(t )2
2
2
v f = vi + a(t )
v f = a(t )
2

2

2

v f = vi + 2ax

v f = 2ax

1. Does the minivan move to the east? If so, during which time interval(s)?
_________________________________________________________________
2. Does the minivan move to the west? If so, during which time interval(s)?

a. During take off, a plane accelerates at 4 m/s2 and takes 40 s to reach take off
_________________________________________________________________
speed. What is the velocity of the plane at takeoff?
3. Is the minivan’s speed between t1 and t2 greater than, less than, or equal to its

speed between t2 and t3?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
b. A car with an initial speed of 31.4 km/h accelerates at a uniform rate
of
4. car
Is the
minivan’s speed between t4 and t5 greater than, less than, or equal to its
during
1.2 m/s2 for 1.3 s. What is the final speed and displacement of the
speed between t6 and t7?
this time?
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

5. Does the minivan ever stop completely? If so, at which time(s)?
_________________________________________________________________

6. Does the minivan ever move with a constant velocity? If so, at which time(s)?
_________________________________________________________________
7. What is the total displacement of the minivan during the trip?
_________________________________________________________________
Original content Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Study Guide

Holt Physics
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1

Study Guide

A brief and effective summary
of each chapter is
professionally read to help
bolster learning
comprehension.

and Problem Solving
HMH Physics provides a variety of sample
problems that challenge and strengthen
students’ problem-solving skills.
Solution Tutor
Guides students step by step through selected problems,
recognizes their error patterns, and then provides hints and
targeted remediation to improve their problem-solving skills.

Sample Problem Sets I & II

Interactive Demonstrations
Each sample problem in the textbook has an
accompanying Interactive Demonstration
that shows students how to solve that type of
physics problem. The Try It Yourself feature
helps student apply what they have learned.
Each includes a full audio narrative.

Textbook
Solutions

Student Edition Solutions

Motion In
One Dimension
Motion In One Dimension, Practice A

Givens

Solutions

1. vavg = 0.98 m/s east

∆x = vavg ∆t = (0.98 m/s)(34 min)(60 s/min)
∆x = 2.0 × 103 m = 2.0 km east

∆t = 34 min

2. ∆t = 15 min
vavg = 12.5 km/h south
3. ∆t = 9.5 min



1h
∆x = vavg ∆t = (12.5 km/h)(15 min) 
60 min

∆x = 3.1 km



∆x = vavg ∆t = (1.2 m/s) (9.5 min)(60 s/min)

vavg = 1.2 m/s north
4. vavg = 48.0 km/h east
∆x = 144 km east
5. vavg = 56.0 km/h east
∆x = 144 km east

6. ∆x1 = 280 km south
vavg,1 = 88 km/h south

∆x = 680 m north
144 km
∆x
∆t =  =  = 3.00 h
vavg 48.0 km/h
144 km
∆x
∆t =  =  = 2.57 h
vavg 56.0 km/h

vavg,2 = 0 km/h
∆x3 = 210 km south
vavg,3 = 75 km/h south







 



∆ttot = 3.2 h + 0.40 h + 2.8 h = 6.4 h = 6 h 24 min
∆xtot ∆x1 + ∆x2 + ∆x3
b. vavg, tot = 
= 
∆ttot
∆t1 + ∆t2 + ∆t3





Motion In One Dimension, Section 1 Review
1. v = 3.5 mm/s

∆x = 8.4 cm

∆x = 9.3 m

These are organized in a way that is familiar to students.
Key formulas have been highlighted to help students
focus. The unknown variable in the sample problem has
been highlighted for greater clarity.

PowerPresentations

∆x1
∆x 3
a. ∆ttot = ∆t1 + ∆t2 + ∆t3 =  + ∆t2 + 
vavg,1
vavg,3

1h
∆x2 = vavg,2 ∆t2 = (0 km/h)(24 min)  = 0 km
60 min
280 km + 0 km + 210 km 490 km
vavg, tot =  =  = 77 km/h south
6.4 h
6.4 h

2. v = 1.5 m/s

This teacher tool
provides workedout, step-by-step
solutions to all the
physics problems in
the textbook.

time saved = 3.00 h − 2.57 h = 0.43 h = 25.8 min

280 km
1h
210 km
∆ttot = 
 + (24 min)  + 
88 km/h
60 min
75 km/h

∆t2 = 24 min
Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. All rights reserved.

I

Problem-Solving Steps

∆x
8.4 cm
∆t =  =  = 24 s
v
0.35 cm/s
9.3 m
∆x
∆t =  =  = 6.2 s
1.5 m/s
v

Section One—Student Edition Solutions

I Ch. 2–1

These pre-built files offer a valuable
resource of engaging multimedia
presentations that cover the core material and provide
helpful problem-solving practice. Outline Style
presentations are standard presentations, while the
Inquiry-Based presentations are more student driven.

DIFFERENTIATE AND PROBLEM SOLVE: TARGETED INSTRUCTIONAL TOOLS

These skills worksheets provide problem-solving strategies
and an extensive bank of student practice problems for
every type of physics problem in the textbook.
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Edition
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4
Big Ideas
in every
Electric
Power
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Electric Potential
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Capacitance

Why It Matters
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The use ofThe
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energy is
use of electrical energy is
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society. An An
universal inuniversal
modern
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understanding of electrical energy
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electric powerenergy
understanding
electrical
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–
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forming a state of matter called a
plasma. Because a plasma conducts electricity, an electric charge
+
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flows between the cloud and the
ground; this is known as lightning.

Current and
Resistance

Chapter Opener &
Summary help
students concentrate
on key concepts.

SECTION 4

Electric Power

BIG IDEA

Electrical energy is the
energy associated with
charged particles.
Current, the flow of
electric charge, transfers
electrical energy from
one location to another.

BIG IDEA
Electrical energy is the
energy associated with
charged particles.
Current, the flow of
electric charge, transfers
electrical energy from
one location to another.
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Scientific literacy and the Nature of Science topics
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feature brings to mind high-level scientific thinking as
it applies to the materials in each chapter, helping
students to think like and observe the world as
scientists.
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Why It Matters showcases updated content with
increased relevance to students so they can
connect their reading with the world around
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CHAPTER 17
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Interactive Reader

Electrical Energy and Current

Interactive Reader

This write-in worktext presents all the
vocabulary and essential content from
the textbook in a lower-level, easy-toread text, with instructional visuals
and frequent comprehension checks.
This unique component is a great tool
for all students—the core content for
struggling students and a useful study
guide for others.

Key Concepts
Section 1 Electric Potential
What is the difference between electrical potential
energy, electric potential, and potential difference?
How do energy conversions occur in a battery?

Section 2 Capacitance
How can electrical potential energy be stored?
How can the capacitance of devices be calculated?

Section 3 Current and Resistance
What are the basic properties of electric current, and
how are they related?
What is the difference between a charge carrier’s drift
speed and its average speed between collisions?
What is the difference between ohmic and non-ohmic
materials?

Section 4 Electric Power
What is the difference between direct current and
alternating current?
How is electric power related to the rate of electrical
energy conversion?
How can electric power and the cost of running electrical appliances be calculated?

FPO
1530213-IAR

Review Previous Concepts
1. How are field forces different from contact forces?

2. What is power?

2

CHAPTER 17
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This online version of the print Student Edition offers
point-of-use references to online animations,
simulations, video clips, and virtual labs that bring
physics to life. Features include on-page media links,
bookmarking, search, notes, and highlighting
functionality. Audio files of the chapter summaries
offer students an alternative way to access the
content and enhance comprehension.

Interactive Concept Maps

PuzzlePro ™
This tool for creating crossword puzzles and word
searches makes learning vocabulary words fun.

Each chapter includes an interactive, advanced
graphic organizer that shows the relationships
among concepts covered and helps students
develop logical thinking and study skills.

SUPPORT STRUGGLING READERS: BUILT-IN CHECKS AND VOCABULARY

eBook
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Convenient Access to

Labs, Data Analysis, and STEM

How do students really understand science without doing science? HMH Florida Physics
includes the most comprehensive lab resources with its wide variety of print and digital lab
options for every classroom, along with the most robust data-analysis strand to help students
develop these critical skills.

Laboratory
Experiments

Over 200
Editable Labs!

Wide variety of labs located at point of use on
HMHScience.com:
• Editable lab sheets
• Teacher notes and answer keys
• Referenced on Instruction and Intervention pages
in Teacher Edition

Quick Labs
Reinforce concepts at point of use in the Student
Edition; easy to prepare and easy to complete in less
than one class period

Core Skill Labs
Provide practice of inquiry skills and scientific
methods

Labeled Labs
Lab activities are labeled online by class time,
prep time, and difficulty to help teachers
choose appropriate activities to fit their
classroom needs.

Standard Labs
Designed to guide students through all stages of
learning physics, from the initial exploration of
concepts to their application—all reinforcing science
concepts in the chapter

Open Inquiry Labs
Specifically designed to be short project-based labs that
encourage students to collaborate, strategize, construct,
and evaluate a lab challenge of their own creation

STEM Labs
Problem-based labs that emphasize the engineering
design process and incorporate team inquiry
methodologies

Probeware Labs
Labs that integrate technology and physics concepts

Forensic Labs
Application labs that have students demonstrating
laboratory skills through the exploration of forensic
and applied science scenarios

Smart Grapher
A powerful, easy-to-use online graphing tool
with which students can use their own data to
create line graphs, circle graphs, and more.

10

S.T.E.M. in the Student Edition
Features that include cutting-edge topics, like this
Engineering and Technology feature, reflect our
constantly expanding understanding of science through
new discoveries.

Data Analysis Support for Students
To help students develop the data analysis skills necessary
to collect, graph, and analyze data like scientists,
HMHScience.com includes resources to support the data
analysis lesson in every chapter.

MATERIALS
ITEM
clamps
heavy cardboard

QTY.
3
10 cm × 10 cm

Hooke’s law apparatus
1

set of slotted masses

1

slotted mass holder

1

suspension clamp

1

KIT INCLUDES:
ITEM
braided cords
elastic bands
hooked masses

QTY.
1.5 m–2.0 m
2 or 3
0.2 kg, 0.25 kg or 0.5 kg

SAFETY



Wear eye protection, and perform this experiment in a clear area, away
from obstacles and people.
Attach masses and cords securely. Swinging or falling masses can
cause serious injury.

Plunge with a Bungee
Although bungee jumping has been a craze for almost a decade, many people are
wondering just how safe such a plummet can be. A harnessed person secured to
one end of a long elastic bungee cord attaches the other end of the cord to a high
precipice, such as a bridge or a cliff. After summoning the courage, they plunge
and are rewarded with the exhilarating free-fall acceleration of their body toward
the ground. When the diver has fallen the length of the cord, the cord gives a
little, much as a spring does. So it’s important that designers know exactly how
much the cord will give when they determine the length of the cord. Designers
must also take into account the range of weights of different people. Although the
fall is fun for many divers, some have complained about the jolt experienced at
the end of the ride. When the cord cannot expand any further, it yanks the diver
back up away from the ground—causing the diver to fall again and experience
another, less harsh jolt. The entire experience is much like that of a bouncing ball.

STEM Labs

Graphing Calculator Activities

10 STEM labs located
throughout the program
emphasize the engineering
design process. These
problem-based labs
incorporate team inquiry
methodologies.

HMH has partnered with Texas Instruments® to
present nine graphing activities for use with
the TI-Nspire® graphing calculator.

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Additions and changes to the
underlying content are the responsibility of the instructor.

3

Scan here to view
Virtual Labs.

Virtual Labs
Students can hone their lab skills in a virtual
environment using the comprehensive set of
24 labs online. Fun, safe, and highly
interactive, these labs focus on experiments
for which equipment and materials are often
expensive or difficult to acquire.

DO THE SCIENCE: SUPERIOR LABS, DATA, AND STEM SOLUTIONS

meterstick
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Flexible Assessment Tools
to Track Student Progress
The comprehensive assessment options located on HMHScience.com bring together
all HMH Physics assessment tools into one convenient place, giving you many
choices for the best way to assess your students’ learning.

ExamView ® Banks
A complete ExamView Assessment Suite includes all
assessment questions for the program and more than 1,900
additional questions in Bonus Banks.

Name:______________________________Class:__________________ Date:__________________

Name:______________________________Class:__________________ Date:__________________

Assessment

Motion in One Dimension continued

_____ 6. Rank in decreasing order the distances traveled by objects having the
following pairs of average velocity and time of motion.
I. vavg = +2.0 m/s, t = 2.0 s
II. vavg = +3.0 m/s, t = 2.0 s
III. vavg = 3.0 m/s, t = 3.0 s
a. I, II, III
c. II, I, III
b. II, III, I
d. III, II, I
The graph below shows the motion of a dog pacing along a fence. Refer to the
graph to answer questions 7-10.

Motion in One Dimension
Section Quiz: Displacement and Velocity
Write the letter of the correct answer in the space provided.

_____ 1. Which of the following situations represents a positive displacement of
a carton? Assume positive position is measured vertically upward along
a y-axis.
a. A delivery person waiting for an elevator lowers a carton onto a dolly.
b. When the elevator doors open, the delivery person lifts the dolly
over the threshold of the elevator.
c. The delivery person pushes the dolly to the back of the elevator
while pressing a floor button.
d. The door closes and the elevator moves from the 10th to the 4th
floors.
Refer to the figure below to answer questions 2–4.

_____ 7. For the five time intervals shown, during how many intervals does the
dog have the same average velocity?
a. 0
c. 2
b. 1
d. 3
_____ 8. For the five time intervals shown, during how many intervals does the
dog pace at the same average speed?
a. 0
c. 2
b. 1
d. 3
9. Describe the dog’s motion when it is at 1.0 m.

_____ 2. What is the correct description of any change of position farther to the
right of zero?
a. positive displacement
b. positive distance
c. positive position
d. positive change of displacement
______

3. A dog walks from +4 m to +2 m. Which of the following statements is
true about the dog’s motion?
c. x = +2 m
a. xi = +2 m
d. vavg = 2 m/s
b. xf = +2 m

_____ 4. What is the maximum negative displacement a dog could have if it
started its motion at +3 m?
a. +7 m
c. 3 m
b. +3 m
d. 7 m

Section Quizzes
A 10-question multiple-choice and
short-answer quiz for each section of
the textbook. These are designed for
student formative assessment to aid
in remediation.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

10. What is the dog’s average velocity for total displacement?

_____ 5. Rank in decreasing order the displacements of objects having the
following pairs of average velocity and time of motion.
I. vavg = +2.0 m/s, t = 2.0 s
II. vavg = +3.0 m/s, t = 2.0 s
III. vavg = 3.0 m/s, t = 3.0 s
a. I, II, III
c. II, I, III
b. II, III, I
d. III, II, I
Original content Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Section Quizzes

Original content Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Section Quizzes
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C P Assessment
Type of Question: Written response
Student Instructions: The graph describes an object’s motion during four time
intervals. The intervals are labeled A–B, B–C, C–D, and D–E. Your task is to
write a story that describes the object’s motion during each of the four time
intervals. Make sure your story indicates whether the object returned to its
starting point.
Graphic:

Alternative Assessments

P
o
s
i
t
i
o
n
(m)

For students who benefit from non-traditional
assessments, these tests provide another way
of determining their understanding of physics
facts, concepts, and principles.

Name:______________________________Class:__________________ Date:__________________

Assessment

B

C

D

E

Time (s)

Name:______________________________Class:__________________ Date:__________________

Assessment

The Science of Physics

The Science of Physics

Chapter Test A

Chapter Test B

MULTIPLE CHOICE
In the space provided, write the letter of the term or phrase that best completes
each statement or best answers each question.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
In the space provided, write the letter of the term or phrase that best completes
each statement or best answers each question.

_____ 1. Which of the following is an area of physics that studies motion and its
causes?
a. thermodynamics
c. quantum mechanics
b. mechanics
d. optics

_____ 1. A hiker uses a compass to navigate through the woods. Identify the
area of physics that this involves.
a. thermodynamics
c. electromagnetism
b. relativity
d. quantum mechanics

_____ 2. Listening to your favorite radio station involves which area of physics?
a. optics
b. thermodynamics
c. vibrations and wave phenomena
d. relativity

_____ 2. According to the scientific method, how does a physicist formulate and
objectively test hypotheses?
a. by defending an opinion
c. by experiments
b. by interpreting graphs
d. by stating conclusions

_____ 3. A baker makes a loaf of bread. Identify the area of physics that this
involves.
a. optics
c. mechanics
b. thermodynamics
d. relativity

_____ 3. Diagrams are not designed to
a. show relationships between concepts.
b. show setups of experiments.
c. measure an event or a situation.
d. label parts of a model.

_____ 4. According to the scientific method, why does a physicist make
observations and collect data?
a. to decide which parts of a problem are important
b. to ask a question
c. to make an interpretation
d. to solve all problems
_____ 5. In the steps of the scientific method, what is the next step after
formulating and objectively testing hypotheses?
a. interpreting results
b. stating conclusions
c. conducting experiments
d. making observations and collecting data
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A

Teacher Instructions: You may find the use of graphs and stories that the
students have developed themselves to be very valuable. Specify whether you
want students to write a brief description with only one or two sentences
describing each time interval or whether they should write a creative story with
several paragraphs describing the motion. Inform students how many points
you will count for grammar and spelling in addition to content.
Correct Answer/Mastery Requirements: Students’ stories should meet the
assigned requirements. All stories should describe the same general motion:
A–B During this interval the object was at rest.
B–C During this interval the object was moving with a constant velocity in the
forward (or positive) direction.
C–D During this interval the object was at rest.
D–E During this interval the object had constant acceleration in the negative
direction.
The object returned to the starting point.
Scoring: Use a three-point generalized task rubric.

_____ 6. Why do physicists use models?
a. to explain the complex features of simple phenomena
b. to describe all aspects of a phenomenon
c. to explain the basic features of complex phenomena
d. to describe all of reality

_____ 4. The most appropriate SI unit for measuring the length of an automobile
is the
a. micron.
c. meter.
b. kilometer.
d. nanometer.
_____ 5. The radius of Earth is 6 370 000 m. Express this measurement in km in
scientific notation with the correct number of significant digits.
c. 637  103 km
a. 6.37  106 km
d. 63.7  104 km
b. 6.37  103 km
_____ 6. Three values were obtained for the mass of a metal bar: 8.83 g; 8.84 g;
8.82 g. The known mass is 10.68 g. The values are
a. accurate.
c. both accurate and precise.
b. precise.
d. neither accurate nor precise.
_____ 7. Calculate the following, and express the answer in scientific notation
with the correct number of significant figures: 10.5  8.8  3.14
c. 2.90  102
a. 2.9  102
b. 290.136
d. 290

Original content Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.

Original content Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Additions and changes to the original content are the responsibility of the instructor.
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Chapter Tests

Chapter Tests A & B
Two full-length chapter tests of
multiple-choice and short-answer
questions. Test B is similar to but
more challenging than Test A.

Standardized Test Prep
PowerPresentations
Two versions of test prep
PowerPresentations are available
per chapter for whole-class
warm-ups or practice.
Choose from either an Outline or
Inquiry format.

Online Assessment System
This online system allows teachers to assign Section Quizzes and Chapter Tests to students. Student
performance data are recorded for the teacher and automated remediation with reassessments is provided
for section quizzes to help students achieve mastery.

1 Assess

2 Prescribe
3 Re-assess

TEACHER EDITION

orida

Florida

Science Standards Guide

Guide

s aligned to each of the
g with tips for integrating

Florida Science Standards Guide
(Student and Teacher Editions)
A two-page Challenge Activity for every physics standard, the Florida Science
Standards Guide includes teacher notes and evaluation guidelines for each
challenge as students perform a lab, an investigation, a research project, or
another activity.
1685136

ASSESS WITH CONFIDENCE AND EASE: FLEXIBLE RESOURCES

Customized questions at
each stage of assessment
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Thing Explainer
Enriches HMH Physics
and Simplifies Concepts
Through an exclusive partnership with former NASA roboticist
Randall Munroe, author of the popular webcomic xkcd.com
and The New York Times best-selling author of What If?, HMH has
included blueprints from Munroe’s new book, Thing Explainer, in
the print and digital editions of Physics. Students will have access
to Munroe’s clear and engaging artwork and explanations as they
delve into the mechanics of the scientific world. Aligned to the
curriculum and integrated at point of use, Munroe’s drawings
humorously explain complex topics in easy-to-understand
language.

US SPACE TEAM’S
UP GOER FIVE

A BOOK EXPLAINING
COMPLEX IDEAS USING
ONLY THE 1,000 MOST
COMMON WORDS

PART THAT FLIES AROUND THE
OTHER WORLD AND COMES BACK
HOME WITH THE PEOPLE IN IT
AND FALLS INTO THE WATER

The space boat that took people
to the moon and back
You’ve learned the velocity required to attain orbit. Have
you ever wondered how engineers design a vehicle
capable of putting astronauts and cargo into orbit? Here’s
an explanation of what they designed and why it works.

PART THAT GOES ALONG
TO GIVE PEOPLE AIR, WATER,
COMPUTERS, AND STUFF
It comes back home with them
but burns up without landing.
PART THAT FLIES DOWN
TO THE OTHER WORLD
WITH TWO PEOPLE INSIDE

RANDALL MUNRO
E
XKCD.COM

PART THAT FALLS
OFF THIRD
This part fl ew away from
our world into space and
hit the world we were
going toward.

PART THAT FALLS
OFF SECOND

©jamesbenet/E+/Getty Images

PART THAT FALLS
OFF FIRST

269A
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Chapter 7

THIS END SHOULD POINT
TOWARD THE GROUND IF
YOU WANT TO GO TO SPACE.
If it starts pointing toward space
you are having a bad problem,
and you will not go to space today.

Circular Motion and Gravitation

269B

Florida Physics Components
Student Resources
Florida Student Edition
Student Edition eTextbook ePub
Downloadable Student Edition PDF
Interactive Online Student Edition
Physics Interactive Reader
Physics Engineering Design Guide Student Edition
Physics Florida Science Standards Guide

Teacher Resources

TEACHER EDITION

Interactive Reader

Georgia
Florida

Georgia
Florida

TE
Serway • Faughn

Interactive Reader
Serway
Faughn
• your
Improve
understanding of key concepts of physics with this Interactive Reader
Serway
• ItFaughn
booklet.
contains a clear narrative of the principles of physics in an easy-to-read

12 Sound
12 Sound
ion
13 Light and Reflection
13 Light and Reflection
on
14 Refraction
14 Refraction
15 Interference and Diffraction
f Motion
15 Interference and Diffraction
16 Electric Forces and Fields
16 Electric Forces and Fields
17 Electrical Energy and Current
ons
17 Electrical Energy and Current
18 Circuits and Circuit Elements
ravitation
18 Circuits and Circuit Elements
19 Magnetism
19 Magnetism
20 Electromagnetic Induction
20 Electromagnetic Induction
21 Atomic Physics
21 Atomic Physics
22 Subatomic Physics
22 Subatomic Physics

Serway • Faughn

Interactive Reader

format. Worked-out sample problems and practice problems throughout the
chapters help you apply the concepts presented. In addition, interactive questions,
notes, and tips in the margins will add depth to your mastery of physics.
1 The Science of Physics

12 Sound

2 Motion in One Dimension

13 Light and Reflection

3 Two-Dimensional Motion and Vectors

14 Refraction

4 Forces and the Law of Motion

15 Interference and Diffraction

5 Work and Energy

16 Electric Forces and Fields

6 Momentum and Collisions

17 Electrical Energy and Current

7 Circular Motion and Gravitation

18 Circuits and Circuit Elements

8 Fluid Mechanics

19 Magnetism

9 Heat

20 Electromagnetic Induction

10 Thermodynamics

21 Atomic Physics

11 Vibrations and Waves

22 Subatomic Physics

Serway
Serway
Faughn
Faughn

TEACHER EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Florida

FPO
Florida
1530213-IAR

1685121
1685134

Sarquis • Faughn

Sarquis • Faughn

Your daily life involves the constant use of products, services,
and technologies designed by engineers. Engineers use science,
mathematics, and their own ingenuity to design solutions to
problems in order to meet challenges. For a successful future,
you need to master the engineering design process yourself.
This guide provides an overview of the process, along with
activities and checklists to bolster your problem-solving skills.

This guide provides resources and activities aligned to each of the
Florida Science Standards for physics, along with tips for integrating
the activities into your classroom.

hmhco.com

Engineering Design Guide

Engineering Design Guide
Science
Standards Guide

Science Standards Guide

1685136

9-12

1652094

ENRICH YOUR PHYSICS PROGRAM: WORLD-CLASS RESOURCES

Florida Teacher Edition
Physics Interactive Reader Answer Key
Physics Engineering Design Guide Teacher Edition
Physics Florida Science Standards Guide Teacher Edition
Online Virtual Lab Class Package
Online Teacher Management Center
Downloadable Teacher Resource Tool
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Why HMH Physics?
Aligned to the Florida Next Generation Sunshine State Standards
Engaged Student Learning
■

■

■

■

On the Job STEM Videos
Virtual Labs
Teacher Guide for Google Expeditions
Animated Physics

The Best Balance of Problem Solving and
Conceptual Instruction
■

■

■

■

■

■

Interactive Demonstrations
Solution Tutor
Real World Sample Problems
Interactive Reader
Thing Explainer
Concept Maps

PhET Simulations
STEM
Engineering Design Guide
Florida Science Standards Guide

■

■

■

■

Strongest Differentiated Instruction
■

■

■

Online Assessment with Remediation
Leveled Chapter Assessments
Strategies for English Learners,
Inclusion, Pre-AP, and Below-level
Students

Contact your Account Executive
for more information at
hmhco.force.com/replocator

Connect with us:

TI-Inspire® and Texas Instruments® are registered trademarks of Texas Instruments Inc. Pre-AP® is a trademark registered and/or owned by the College Board, which was not involved in
the production of, and does not endorse, these products. Google Cardboard and Google are trademarks or registered trademarks of Google, Inc. ExamView® is a registered trademark of
Turning Technologies, LLC. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt®, HMH®, and Holt PuzzlePro™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.
All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. 05/17 WF54262 F-1707876

hmhco.com • 800.225.5425
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